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Cloud 9
by Caryl Churchill

Directed by: Nicholas Martin
Musical Direction by: Peter Golub
Scenic Design by: James A. Kitt
Assistant Director: Justin J. Dixon
Costume Design by: Tavi Schloss
Production Stage Manager: Lori Ann Zepp
Courtney Baker
Title Song: Music by Brooks Hamilton Ashmanskas
Lighting Design by: Stephen T. Hills
Lyrics by: Caryl Churchill

THE CAST
Caryl Churchill

Act I

CLIVE
BETTY
JOSHUA
EDWARD
VICTORIA
MAUD
ELLEN
MRS. SAUNDERS
HARRY BAGLEY

Samuel Baber
Brooks Hamilton Ashmanskas
Jason S. Little
Hyla Matthews
As Herself
Nanette Pettit
Mollia S. Fuller
Rio Hernandez
Michael K. Densen

Act II

BETTY
EDWARD
VICTORIA
MARTIN
LIN
CATHY
GERRY
SOLDIER

Mollia S. Fuller
Samuel Baber
Hyla Matthews
Michael K. Densen
Nanette Pettit
Jason S. Little
Brooks Hamilton Ashmanskas
Rio Hernandez

At the Piano: Eric Ginman

Act I: A British colony in Africa, 1880
Act II: A London park, 1980
(But for the characters it is twenty-five years later)
Assistant Scenic Designer: Calley Hornbuckle
Assistant Lighting Designer: Todd Howe

Stage Manager: Edward D. Teuten
Assistant Stage Manager: Nicole Barnette
Speech Consultant: Nejem Raheem
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Maggie Stapleton
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Tessa Chasteen, Calley Hornbuckle, Hunter Adams, Karen Shapiro, Meg Storey, Sonja Golonka, Juliet Morefield, Carol Oldham, Robyn Okrant, and the Intermediate Set Design Class
Owen Wolf, Alex Dodge, Vanessa Kamp, Jonathan Kinzel, and Tom Morison
Maria Rosenblum, Antonia Stephens, Jonathan Bailey, Tom Roberts, Justin Theroux, Kelly Lamb, Brian Fee, Laura McKellar, Jordan Thomas, Ian Bell, Ben Hartlage, Jennifer Powers, Manu Lawrence, Sebastian Lane, Tracy Katsky, and the Intro Stagecraft Class
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Nicole Barnette, Michael K. Densen, and Diva Locks
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“Come Down my Evening Star”. Words by Robert B. Smith, Music by John Stromberg